Abstract: An intelligent control system is presented in this paper for a wall climbing robot. After the introduction of robot system design, a task reference method is proposed which is based on a fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion scheme. The method provides a novel mechanism to efficiently integrate task scheduling, action planning and motion control in a unified framework. A robot gait generation method is described which switches the robot locomotion between different motion modes with the help of a finite state machine driven by sensory information. Experimental results prove the validity of the proposed methods.
Introduction
In recent years, a number of climbing robots have been developed and the applications have been found in many industries. The chemical and nuclear industries are the two primary fields where climbing robots are expected to perform remote inspection and maintenance tasks in highly contaminated areas or radioactive environments, such as the retrieval of irradiated material samples [1] , the inspection of storage tanks [2] , the handling and manipulation of nuclear fuel [3, 4] . In military applications, climbing robots have been used for the inspection of exterior of large aircrafts [5] , surveillance and reconnaissance. Unlike normal wheeled vehicle robots, climbing robots must have a proper adhesive mechanism to ensure that they grip wall surfaces firmly and without sacrificing mobility. The designed wall climbing robots [6, 7] adopt suction feet, bipedal articulated structure, and under-actuated mechanism to achieve a good balance between compactness and maneuverability, as shown in Figure 1 . From the mechanical design point of view, the under-actuated mechanism reduces both weight and power consumption of the robot, since it requires fewer motors than a conventional robot. For a robot moving in a known environment, techniques such as cell decomposition methods [8, 9] , roadmap approaches [10, 11] and artificial potential field methods [12, 13] could be used to generate a path from an initial point to an end point using the environmental model. However, there are many uncertainties that could happen during the operation in real world environments, such as moving objects and changing of obstacle positions. So a robot should be able to sense and deal with uncertainties in real time. This demands intelligent capabilities of the robotsensing its environment, being able to plan its operation, This work is supported by Liaoning Natural Science Funding.********. and acting on the plan. Fuzzy logic system is well known for its capability of approximate reasoning under uncertainties. With fuzzy logic, signals from various sensors as well as stored human knowledge can be effectively synthesized to guide robot motion. Similar to a human decision maker, fuzzy logic system offers flexibility and robustness to robot behaviors by incorporating heuristic knowledge with real time information. Fuzzy logic was first introduced by Lotfi Zadeh [14] during the mid 60's. The first practical application of fuzzy logic to the industrial process control was pioneered in Europe by Mamdani and Assilian [15] in 1974 in connection with the regulation of a steam engine. Then the academic interest in fuzzy logic grew rapidly and commercial potentials of fuzzy logic were realized, especially in Japan with the invention of the first fuzzy chip [16] by researchers at Bell laboratories in 1985 and the design of the first fuzzy computer by Prof. Yamakawa [17] in 1987. Recently, researchers have started investigating the use of fuzzy logic control in autonomous robot navigation. Hessburg and Tomizuka [18] incorporated fuzzy logic in lateral vehicle control to solve the lane following problem. The control scheme was evaluated by simulation and experiments on a road with multiple smooth curves interspersed by straight segments. Lee and Wang [19] proposed the use of fuzzy logic to assist in obstacle avoidance. Their simulation included both static and moving obstacles. This paper focuses on the development of a intelligent control system that integrates real-time task planning and control to improve the performance of the designed climbing robots in unstructured environments. As we know, uncertain events in unstructured environments do not always appear on a precise time scale or at a fixed location. Robot motion planning based on time could not work very well to deal with unexpected events. Hence the executable representation of robot motion that is referenced to other variables to which sensed events are normally related is much more desirable. In this paper, a task reference method based on a fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion scheme is proposed, which uses fuzzy logic to synthesize sensory information and generate the corresponding task reference to guide a robot navigating in unstructured environments. With this task reference, a unified framework for task scheduling, action planning and motion control becomes possible and an intelligent, robust and efficient system performance could be achieved. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the wall-climbing robot system, including mechanical structure and hardware/software design. Section III develops a task reference based fuzzy navigation method. Section IV depicts experimental implementation and testing to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods. Conclusion is drawn in section V.
Wall-climbing Microrobot

Description of Mechanism
The designed wall climbing robot is a bipedal robot with an under-actuated mechanical structure as shown in Figure 1 . The robot is supported by two suction feet which can stick on anticipated smooth and non-porous surfaces. The robot is able to climb walls, walk on ceilings, transit between two inclined surfaces, and crawl through pipes. The dimension of the prototype robot is approximately 80mm in height and 50mm in width. It weights 450 grams. The under-actuated mechanism enables the robot to drive 5 joints using only 3 motors thus reducing both the weight and power consumption of the robot. Motors 1 and 3 independently drive joints 1 and 5; thereby adjusting the tilt angle of the suction foot 1 and foot 2 so that the robot can grip the surface firmly. Motor 2 is responsible for controlling joints 2, 3, and 4. Joint 2 and 4 are revolute joints providing steering capability of the feet relative to the legs. Joint 3 represents the prismatic motion of the legs that allows the robot expanding and contracting. The clock-wise (CW) rotation of motor 2 causes contraction, i.e., both legs slide into the robot body; while the counter-clock-wise (CCW) rotation of motor 2 causes expansion, i.e., both legs translate out of the robot body. The robot has three motion modes, translation mode, spin-1 mode and spin-2 mode. In each of the three modes, a particular subset of joints is driven and the remaining joints are locked to prevent rotation. Figure 2 shows the top-down view of the robot and its motion modes. The switching between motion modes is achieved by the engaging/disengaging of the lock-pin. The details of robot mechanical structure could be found in [6] [7].
Control System Structure
Robot navigation involves task scheduling, action planning and motion control. It is not easy to find a unified framework to describe, analyze and solve these three level problems. When moving in an unstructured environment, a robot should have the ability to acquire, process and utilize sensory information from multi-sensors to plan and perform actions in the presence of changing or uncertain events. In general, pre-planned motion trajectory based on time reference could not handle unexpected events well. Instead, the executable representation of action plan should be referenced to other variables to which sensed events are normally related. A fuzzy control system is proposed to generate a task reference which provides a unified framework for the task scheduling, action planning and motion control of the robot as shown in Figure 3 . The "Fuzzy Multi-sensor Data Fusion Scheme" in the overall control system block diagram is directly related to the measurements and creates a task reference to the task scheduler and action planner. Thus the task scheduling and action planning are in the same framework and become the functions of control objective, system outputs and sensory measurements. With the fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion scheme, human knowledge is utilized to deal with unstructured environments and uncertain sensory information. The development of the task reference directly related to the sensory measurements and stored knowledge is the key to achieve an intelligent, robust and efficient system perfor- 
Hardware Implementation and Software Modules
As a self-contained embedded control system, the climbing robot needs to carry its own power source, sensors, control system and associated hardware. Thus minimization of robot weight and power consumption is critical to prolonged operation. The challenges in hardware implementation of robot control system are to use as few components as possible to reduce power usage. Thus the selection of proper miniature sensors, controller IC chips, and the design of compact electrical circuitry becomes very important. The TMS320LF2812 digital signal processor (DSP) from Texas Instruments Inc. (TI) is used as an embedded controller because of its high-speed performance, its support for multi-motor control, and its low power consumption. The actuators include three DC servo motors with encoder feedback, two suction pump motors, and two micro valves. The primitive sensor components include pressure sensors, touch sensors, contact switches, and Infrared (IR) distance sensors. The primitive sensors are critical to perform fundamental operations. Additional exteroceptive sensors can be installed on the robot when requested by specific tasks. These sensors may include, but not limited to, wireless cameras, sonar sensors, inclinometers, microphones. Figure 4 is the diagram showing the hardware components and software modules of the robot control system. The main software modules running on the embedded controller include: task level scheduler, action planner and joint level motion controller. The task level scheduler uses a finite state machine to keep track of robot motion status and decompose the task level command into several motion steps. The action planner solves the inverse kinematic models in different motion modes and interpolates the robot trajectory to generate a set of desired joint angles. Joint level motion controller implements PID control algorithms to drive each joint to the desired angles so that the foot can reach the desired location. 3 Fuzzy Navigation Control
Robot Gait Formation
Due to the constraints imposed by the mechanical structure and the under-actuated mechanism, the wall-climbing robot could not reach an arbitrary desired position and orientation in one step. The robot has to take several steps to accomplish a given task by adjusting its standing foot and switching between the motion modes properly. Three gaits are implemented, these are Sliding-gait which realizes "move forward" or "move backward", Rotating-gait which makes the robot turn left or right, and Transiting-gait which gives the robot the ability to transit between different inclined surfaces. As described in Section 2.3, the robot has multiple sensors, such as pressure sensors, touch sensors, and contact switches to perform fundamental operation. A finite state machine (FSM) is employed to synthesize the signals from these sensors and generate different motion sequences to accomplish robot gaits. The proposed FSM is composed of the following elements as in Table 1 . SW1 and SW2 hold the contact switch information. PS1 and PS2 synthesize the sensory information from the pressure sensors, touch sensors and suction pump motors. EndS and EndT indicate the states of spin motion and translation motion. The FSM keeps track of robot motion status and schedules locomotion sequences to generate robot gaits. Figure 5 illustrates the locomotion sequence to accomplish one step of "moving forward" of the Sliding-gait. Notice that, "moving backward" can be achieved with the reverse direction of FSM. And Rotating-gait could be achieved by steering one of its foot. The robot also has the ability to transit between different surfaces. Figure 6 shows the locomotion sequence of Transiting-gait when the robot moves from a ground to a wall surface. The key point in gait generation is to determine when and which motion modes should be applied and combined to- gether to accomplish a gait. The contact switches provide the information on motion mode switching. Notice that the sliding distance and rotation angle the robot can achieve in one step have physical limitations (i.e. 40mm, and 45 o ). The robot may have to take several steps to accomplish a given task.
Task Reference Based Behavior Control
In this section, a task reference is created by a fuzzy multisensor data fusion scheme to enable the robot navigating in an unstructured environment. Since a multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) system can always be separated into a group of multi-input-single-output (MISO) systems, only a MISO system is considered. Assume that the fuzzy rule base consists of a group of m fuzzy IF-THEN rules, and the lth rule is in the following form:
.., x n are input variables and y is the output variable,
and B l are fuzzy sets for input variables and output variable, respectively. Using singleton fuzzier, sum-product inference and centeraverage defuzzifier, then the fuzzy logic system can be expressed as following [20, 21] :
whereȳ l is the point at which the membership function of fuzzy set B achieves its maximum value, μ l Ai (x i ) is the membership function of the input x i to fuzzy set A i in the lth rule. In a navigation system, a robot usually has multiple behaviors. Some of them are executed concurrently, and some sequentially. Based on the nature of different behaviors, the definition and computational algorithms of a task reference will vary. In this paper, a fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion scheme is proposed to create a task reference which carries temporal and spatial information, as well as logical connection and dependency information of different behaviors based on the sensory measurements. For the wall-climbing microrobot, two behaviors are considered here: Goal-attraction behavior and Obstacleavoidance behavior. Goal-attraction behavior generates the desired moving direction ν gd , rotating angle θ gd , and sliding distance gd for the robot to approach a given goal position. There are two inputs to the Goal-attraction behavior. One is Angle-error E θ which is the angle between the robot heading direction and the line connecting the robot and the goal. The other is the Distance-error E which is the distance from the robot current location to the goal position. The fuzzy sets for the Angle-error E θ are selected as Negative-Big (NB), Negative-Medium (NM), NegativeSmall (NS), Negative-Zero (NZ), ZEro (ZE), PositiveZero (PZ), Positive-Small (PS), Positive-Medium (PM) and Positive-Big (PB). The fuzzy sets of the Distance-error E are ZEro(ZE), SmallEr (SE), Small (S), Medium (M) and Big (B). As to the output variable membership functions, singleton fuzzy sets are considered. For output variable θ gd , the desired angle to the goal, the adopted fuzzy sets are {Zero: 0; Near-Zero: 1; Small: 2; Medium: 4; Big: 6}. For output variable gd , the desired distance to the goal, the fuzzy sets are {Zero: 0; SmallEr: 2; Small: 4; Medium: 8; Big: 10; Bigger: 12}. From the definition of the membership functions, it could be found that around zero, the fuzzy sets are more sensitive to the inputs than other fields. In this case, the robot could reach the goal much more accurately and quickly. The general rules for Goal-attraction behavior are as following: The fuzzy rule base is complete and consistent, that is, all possible process situations are covered with no contradictions between rules. Then formula (1) is utilized to fuse the input data. Obstacle-avoidance behavior generates an angle, θ o , to avoid an obstacle, and an applicability degree of the Obstacle-avoidance behavior, ρ o , according to the distance from the robot to the obstacle. The input to Obstacle-avoidance behavior is Distance o , which is the distance from the robot to the obstacle. This input comes from infrared range sensor. The larger the reading, the closer the robot is to the obstacle. Note that the rule base for the Obstacle-avoidance behavior infers not only an angle for the robot to avoid an obstacle, but also generates an applicability degree of the Obstacleavoidance behavior at the same time. The applicability degree is a value between 0 and 1 which determines the influence of the Obstacle-avoidance behavior on the overall performance. For example, if the robot is too close to an obstacle, it is more important to avoid the obstacle first, and the applicability degree is set to 1. This could be in contrast to other behavior arbitration methods, which typically employ a fixed priority for each behavior during a given control process. Formula (1) is used to calculate the corresponding outputs. From the Goal-attraction behavior, the rotating direction ν gd , rotating angle θ gd , and moving distance gd for the robot to reach the goal are obtained. From the Obstacleavoidance behavior, we could get the turning angle θ o for the robot to avoid an obstacle, and the applicability degree ρ o of the Obstacle-avoidance behavior. Suppose a task reference X is a vector of three elements, ν d , θ d and d , which are the desired rotating direction, rotating angle and moving distance for the robot to approach the goal position and avoid obstacles. Then the task reference X is formed by fusing the two behavior using the following equations:
Note that in Formula (3), the robot adopts the moving direction inferred from the Goal-attraction behavior as the desired navigating direction. For the case when a robot encounters an unexpected obstacle while moving to the goal, the robot has options to go around the obstacle from left or from right. This choice may be indifferent to the Obstacleavoidance behavior. However, from the point of view of the Goal-attraction behavior, one choice towards the goal might be better than the other. In Formula (4), the desired angle is obtained by arbitrating the angles from both behaviors with the applicability degree which comes from the Obstacle-avoidance behavior. Formula (5) gives the desired moving distance by considering both behaviors and the applicability degree. Then the elements of the task reference, ν d , θ d and d are considered as action references. By chaining the action references with the robot gaits, the designed system can either switch the action references for sequential process or combine the action references for concurrent process. Thus a unified task reference variable is obtained, which carries all the sensory information that is necessary for task synchronization and action planning. As a result, all operations are synchronized by the unified task reference, and the integrated system is capable of intelligently coping with uncertainties and unexpected events.
Experimental Implementation and Testing
The experiments are conducted on a 80×80 square centimeters table, and a white cup is acted as an obstacle. In the experiment, the robot is moving from an initial location to a designated goal position without prior knowledge of obstacles and pre-planned path. The data from motor 2 encoder are used to calculate the robot's actual position, while an infrared sensor, which is attached at the front end of the robot is used to detect obstacles and find the distance from the robot. The navigation system takes the sensor readings as inputs and responds instantaneously to the sensor feedback to produce the desired steering angles and moving distances to drive the robot to the goal without hitting obstacles. Figure 7 shows some snapshots illustrating the experiment. The robot is placed initially at position (0,0) with orientation of zero degree. The target position is located at (30cm, Figure 7 : Navigating sequence when the robot moves in an unstructured environment 50cm) and the desired robot orientation is 30 o . At the beginning, the robot turns towards its goal and moves forward to approach the goal. When an obstacle appears and blocks its way, the robot detects the obstacle, turns a certain angle and moves a suitable distance to avoid the obstacle and then the robot turns back to approach the goal. This experiment demonstrates that, with the proposed fuzzy controller, the reactive system is able to drive the robot to the goal position/orientation while avoid obstacles. The proposed fuzzy controller gives the robot a safe and efficient path to reach the goal.
Conclusion
It is a challenge task to design a intelligent control system for the navigation of wall-climbing robot in unstructured environments. This paper proposed a novel method which uses a fuzzy multi-sensor data fusion scheme to synthesize sensory information and generate a task reference to guide the robot navigating in unstructured environments. With the task reference, a unified framework for task scheduling, action planning and motion control becomes possible. The validity of the proposed methods is demonstrated by the experimental results.
